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When using the bubble level, ensure that each sensor is parallel with centre of the vehicle and horizontal. 
Vehicle must be positioned on �at surface in order to position sensor horizontal with the road.

Make sure that sensor has an unobstructed “view” to the road, so that the unit can function properly. 
Do not install sensors behind any solid surface that would block reception or transmission to or from the sensors. 

For optimal performance, sensors need to be facing straight forward, or backward (if using rear sensors).
Install each sensor mid- way between the centre of the vehicle and the right and left hand sides of the vehicle

PLANNING SENSOR INSTALLATION

Sensor is consisted from 2 parts, which connect together, using cable with built in connectors. It is highly 
advisable to inspect entry points from engine compartment into drivers’ cabin before installation of sensors. 

For rear sensor installation, route the look for entry points behind license plate, or lights. 

If You are unable to �nd entry points from into drivers cabin, you will need to drill a hole of at least 
Φ5 mm (0,2 in) in order to route cable into the cabin (if installation is done by professional, 

consult with Your customer before drilling any holes). 

Apply rubbing alcohol if needed, on appropriate place, so that you can easily pull cable into cabin, 
and prevent possible damage to any part (s).

After installation is a completed use cable tie to fasten the sensor cable to a solid surface, 
and preferably move them away from hot objects
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PLANNING CONTOL UNIT INSTALLATION

Plan your installation carefully. 
Find appropriate place to position the ON/OFF switch – preferably somewhere near drivers’ reach of hand. 
Make sure that after routing the wire harness, from 12 V switched circuit, up to control units power plug, 

You have enough cable to connect wire harness to switch. 

1. Find appropriate place for drilling the hole for installation of Power Switch. It’s good to have power switch installed 
at drivers reach of hand. Drill a hole of minimum of Φ19.8 mm (0.78 in), so that switch can tightly �t into the hole. 
In order to get visual warnings position the switch so that you can easily see it. Built in LED will be powered on once 
the ignition is started, while during alert built in LED will blink, as long as you don’t turn off your device. 

2. Position the control unit inside the cabin, somewhere under the dashboard, in such way that you can easily connect 
sensor cables that you previously routed. 
Connect front sensors into ports 1 and 2. Connect rear sensors into ports 3 and 4.

3. Connect the black wire from wiring harness to negative ground power supply, or to vehicle chassis. Locate access to
power supply, and connect the red wire from wiring harness to +12 V SWITCHED circuit power supply (usually car 
radio power supply). 

4. OPTIONAL: To automatically mute the radio audio during alert, connect blue audio wires to audio mute input of 
your car radio. Optionally you can use external speaker for audio output, as showed on the next page

5. Plug in power connector until it “locks”. Power on device! 

+12 V (Red)GND (Black)
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SWITCHED CIRCUIT

Volume Up and Down
Speaker output

Mini USB (PC Connec�on)

Speaket output

1 RED: Igni�on On (+12 V)

2 RED: Switch Input (+12 V)3 BLACK: Radio Mute

(Open Collector)

4 BLUE: Speaker (-)

5 BLACK: GND

6 GREY: Switch Output (+12 V)7 GREEN: LED (-)

8 BLUE: Speaker (+)
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USING DEVICE

Operation of device is automatic, and after installation and setting your desired parameters using software you can 
enjoy your experience on the road. If you have connected power supply to switched circuit, after starting ignition, control
unit will check that all components of device are working properly, and you will receive “Welcome” sound, which means 
that everything works properly. 

Based on prede�ned Parking aid duration, sensors will work in parking mode until prede�ned time expires, and after 
parking aid time expires, sensor will start their operation in defense mode automatically. 

Upon discovering signal, you will receive alarm with alert that indenti�es measuring device, and warning to slow down. 
Sensors will automatically start running defense algorithms. 
Slow down Your speed to posted speed limit and turn off device. 
After a while power on device back again, in order to stay safe on the road. 

MAINTENANCE

In order to keep your device performance optimal, use damp cloth and gently clean front of the sensor from time to time. 
Dirt and dust can accomulate and alter device performance.

UPDATING DEVICE

From time to time, please refer to our website in order to �nd latest updates for voice pack and �rmware. 
To keep your unit up to date you will need to download software Speedom Communicator. 
Software can be downloaded from website free of charge for all Speedom users. 
To connect control unit with your PC, use mini USB cable. 

OPERATING WAVELENGHT:

OPERATING TEMPERATURE:

CURRENT CONSUMPTION:

SENSOR DIMENSIONS:

CPU DIMENSIONS:

SENSOR CABLE LENGTH:

WIRING HARNESS LENGTH:

905 nm

-25°C +80°C   |   -13°F +176°F

Dual: 135mA-560mA   |   Quad: 185mA - 611mA

35 mm(W) x 12 mm(H) x 19 mm(D)   |   1.38 in(W) x 0.47 in(H) x 0.75 in(D)

100mm(W) x 25mm(H) x 51mm(D)    |   3.93 in(W) x 0.98 in(H) x 2.0 in(D)

1.5m + 4.5m   |   4.92ft. + 14.76 ft.

1m

CAUTION: Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those speci�ed herein may result in 
hazardous radiation exposure
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